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INTRODUCTIONS TO PAHOO
a. Opening warm regards
First of all, thank you to the readers of this whitepaper. pahoo for creating a resource with several
different jobs, both currency exchange and gaming site and advertising site. Everything in one name.
We are so happy that we can finally establish what we have worked for to the world. With great interest
in crypto work and the blockchain technology we going to bring pahoo to the interest of crypto hunters.

b. Bringing pahoo to you
We have great love for the blockchain industry, we have the mindset to set a legacy. These things
brought us to what we are now. An industry with love for Crypto. Before we go further let’s try to
explain what blockchain means.

A blockchain is, in the simplest of terms, a time-stamped series of immutable records of data that
is managed by a cluster of computers not owned by any single entity. Each of these blocks of
data (i.e. block) is secured and bound to each other using cryptographic principles (i.e. chain).
So, what is so special about it and why are we saying that it has industry-disrupting capabilities?
The blockchain network has no central authority — it is the very definition of a democratized
system. Since it is a shared and immutable ledger, the information in it is open for anyone and
everyone to see. Hence, anything that is built on the blockchain is by its very nature transparent
and everyone involved is accountable for their actions.

PROJECT STEPS
You will get more familiar with the unique features by studying the details in the next section. Just
follow it step by step.

a. Currency exchange
Our currency exchange will be built in partnership with a large currency exchange.
This makes us the first step to having our customers.
We do our job by supporting Fiat currencies that will have our own customers.

This is a measure we have set in order to help us achieve our goal.

b. Game sites
The game site makes us multi-level referral. This will have a lot of customers and also if you don't have
the budget you can play with referrals. It’s a win-win, goal-goal institute. This a way to make sure that all
get what is theirs.
We also intend to build special games that are not or very unlikely to play with crypto. just like other
projects have tried developing such, we want to improve and add more to the crypto field. Please we
will like to make it clear that we are not in any way competing with them, we are just trying to set a
legacy, what we promised.

c. Advertising site
Of the few sites dedicated exclusively to crypto.
From currency exchanges, ico and ieo to miner machine sales.
The advertising site will be divided into free and paid sections, where the paid section will use its own
packages for better visibility.
Regional, age, and gender specific search capabilities make it easier to find your specific customer or
seller.
Our advertising site also runs a liaison section for some facilities that do not require physical presence.
There will also be a referral system for our advertising site so users can collaborate and earn money.

What do you think, is it not a win-win as we said earlier?
Let’s progress through.

OPINIONS FROM EQUAL PARTS IN OUR PROJECT
a. Customer’s view
From the customer's point of view, we need to provide them with good quality currencies and help
them make money by holding lotteries and Airdrops.

We will distribute some of that currency to Airdrop among users from all tokens that are listed on our
currency exchange.

b. Project Owner's View
We will not act like the rest of the projects. We will get a heavy number to list at the beginning, but we
will get some success from ieo.
That is, in return for what we do.
We do not use bot trading at all to have a fake and unrealistic volume

PROFITS IN PAHOO
The amount of our token is 888,000,000, and by buying 1% of the token monthly and burning it and
continuing to reach 80 million tokens. We are making investors, especially early investors, profit from
investing in our token.
We will also spend lots of our site marketing revenue, also listing our tokens on reputable exchanges to
make them available to everyone.
This way the true crypto world can be opened to everyone to see. This is part of our mission, and this we
must achieve, with you supports.

PAHOO ANALYSIS

a. Token worth; $0.01
b. Project’s symbol; Pahoocoin

c. Project’s decimal; 18 decimals
d. Contract address; 0x35401C8CA3e994d627d1610777877e5AbeE932dC

e. Project’s official site; https://pahoocoin.com

ROADMAP

PAHOO SUMMARY
Pahoo is a very promising project, we intend on making it work, as we push it into the crypto market.
Our team is standing strong and will always stand on the rock foundation to make this project a
successful one. We will make a difference in the gaming world and also the trading world. We invite
every one to support pahoo.
To know more about us, please visit our website, and also feel free to talk to our team.
Website: https://pahoocoin.com
Please contact use also through this mail.
Email: Pahoocoin@gmail.com

